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Abstract 
Buck, G. and J. Simon, Knots as dynamical systems, Topology and its Applications 51 (1993) 
2299246. 
A knot is considered as an n-gon in Iw”. Two potential energies for these PL knot conformations 
are found, mapping iws” + Iw (the configuration space to energy). These functions have the 
property that they “blow up” if the edges approach crossing, that is, as the knot changes type. 
Therefore the configuration space is divided into manifolds for each knot type by infinitely high 
potential walls. Therefore we have energy surfaces associated with each knot type. Descriptions 
of these surfaces are invariants of the knot type. For example the locations of and connections 
between the critical points are invariants of the knot type. In particular, the global minimum 
energy position for the knot could be said to be a canonical conformation of the knot. 
The existence and achievement of the global minimum is proved. It is shown that the energy 
surface for any knot of N vertices has a finite number of components. Also several topological 
properties of the configuration space of polygonal knots in [w3 are established. 
These invariants are in some sense computable. In a sequel paper, G. Buck and J. Orloff 
discuss computer simulations of the gradient flow of one of the energy functions. 
Keywords: Knots; physical knot theory. 
AMS (MOSI Subj. Class.: 57M25. 
1. Introduction 
Knots are simple closed curves embedded in 3-space. Two knots are equicalent 
(see also Section 2) if one can be continuously deformed to the other. ’ In 
particular, the emphasis in knot theory usually has been on topology (often 
piecewise linear topology) rather than the geometry of the space curves. 
Correspondence to: Professor G. Buck, Department of Mathematics, Saint Anselm College, Manch- 
ester, NH 03102-1310. USA. 
’ The books [2,9,15] are recognized texts on knot theory, each having its own point of view. 
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On the other hand, knot theorists have long speculated informally on the 
behavior of what might be called “physical knots”. Tie a knot in a piece of springy 
wire and let go; tie a knot in a torus balloon and blow it up; put an electrostatic 
charge on a knotted string and let go-what happens? Such questions are 
mathematically appealing; and it is reasonable to expect that as the interactions 
between topology and chemistry/biology continue to increase (see e.g. [3-5, 
10,13,14,18,191), it will be important to obtain answers. The mathematical study of 
knots and links is, in fact, said to have begun with work of Gauss on mutual 
induction between conducting wires. 
Geometric questions concerning the actual positions of knots in space suggest 
the existence of ideal conformations for knots of each type. Along with shedding 
light on such chemical or psychological questions as why many of the electron 
microscope pictures of knotted DNA that we see in the recent literature look so 
much like the drawings of knots in the standard knot tables (a remark of J. 
Birman), this approach to knots also is a source of new invariants. Geometric 
properties of ideal conformations would be invariants of knot type. 
One geometric approach that has proven illuminating is the idea of total 
curvature of a smooth knot [ll], where one integrates local curvature over the 
whole curve. This relates well to the so-called bridge number of a knot and also 
prepares us for the possibility that “ideal” conformations of a knot may be 
singular. Making knots out of springy wire also seems to lead to singular extremals. 
In this paper, we define several “energy functions” that may be associated to 
polygonal knots, such that minimum energies are realized by properly embedded 
knots. Our approach is to make the knots “self-repelling” as suggested by the 
following ill-(but oftenjposed question: 
Distribute repelling electric charges along a knot, require that the knot maintain 
constant arclength. What is the minimum energy position for the knot? 
To make the question precise, we need to define a function, call it potential or 
energy, that assigns to each particular conformation of a knot a number. If the 
function has appropriate mathematical properties we can hope for critical points 
that are the ideal conformations we seek and critical values that are knot 
invariants. In addition to mathematically necessary properties, we also want our 
potential functions to have enough sense of physical reality that the ideal confor- 
mations have a chance of modeling the actual conformations we would expect to 
see in real physical knots. But there is tension between intuition and precision. 
If two points, distance d apart, are assigned charges Q,, Q2, then the customary 
electrostatic potential energy of the system is E = Q,QJd (in appropriate units). 
For n points p,, . . . , p,, letting dij denote the distance /I pj -p, II, the total energy 
of the system is 
QiQj 
E=i k z. 
i=l j=I+l lJ 
To model a uniformly charged loop, e.g. a circle, locate n points pl,. . . , pn 
equidistantly along the circle; assign to each point a charge l/n (so the total 
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charge on the circle remains constant); let E, be the potential associated with this 
system of II points; then compute lim,,, E,. Unfortunately (exercise-compare 
with harmonic series), this limit diverges! In this paper, we shall restrict our 
attention to polygonal knots with a fixed number of segments, thus avoiding the 
preceding difficulty. Another approach [6,12] is to subtract off the part of E due to 
nearby interactions along the curve. 
Our paper was motivated by a combination of the authors’ interests, widespread 
speculations mentioned earlier, the papers [13,14], and especially [71. In the latter, 
a potential is defined for polygonal knots in terms of inverse powers of distances 
between vertices. Both Randell and Fukuhara require each segment of the knot to 
have fixed length = 1. Other approaches include [8] where lengths in a model 
molecule are identical for each kind of pair of constituent atoms and [IO], where 
lengths are allowed to very but are drawn back to equality by treating the edges as 
ideal springs. 
An alternative, and the one we shall follow, is to allow the edges to vary in 
length but insist that the total length be fixed. Restricting only total length 
facilitates projection (back into the configuration space) during computer simu- 
lated gradient flow. Another possible advantage is that we could gain additional 
geometric invariants of knot type in the form of ratios of the various lengths for 
critical configurations. But from a purely mathematical point of view, at the 
present state of the theory, there is little reason to prefer one control over the 
other; in particular, the potentials U, and U,,. defined in this paper work equally 
well for fixed segment lengths. 
In the case of [lo], and also in some of the computer-graphics modeling of 
moving knots done by M. Grayson and C. Gunn, edges of a polygonal knot may 
pass through each other as the knot is deformed. If one wants to define some 
notion of potential energy for conformations of knots and allow them to flow (e.g. 
along the gradient) as a way of estimating invariants of knot type, the problem 
arises of how to prevent the edges from passing through each other (which may 
change knot type). Fukuhara handles this problem by choosing the power, in his 
power rule definition of potential, according to the number of segments in the 
knots; he is then able to show that if a knot is sufficiently “deep” within the 
configuration space to start with, then gradient flow from there will not involve 
crossing of edges. The potentials we define (in Section 3) provide different 
solutions to the edge-crossing problem. Our first potential, U,,, is a somewhat more 
complicated combination of vertex distances, but we do not need to change the 
definition according to the number of segments. We obtain for this U, the result that 
starting from a conformation sufficiently “deep” in the configuration space and 
following any path cannot result in crossing edges without the potential becoming 
infinite. Our second potential, U,, , combines reciprocal r>ertex distances with double 
integrals representing mutual repulsion of line segments. Again, the definition does 
not change with number of segments, and for this potential, we harle that segments 
cannot cross no matter where one starts a path in the configuration space. 
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In Section 2, we define configuration spaces of polygonal knots in R” and 
establish some topological properties. In Section 3, we discuss several alternative 
potentials that one might use, settling ultimately on two (U, and U,,. above) for 
more detailed study. Having endowed polygonal knots with a potential function, 
we can consider (in Section 4) the resulting (positive) energy surfaces, i.e., graphs 
of the map 
Energy: Configuration space -+ IW+. 
We show that for a given knot type and ftied number of segments, the (positive) 
energy surface has a finite number of path components. (For the energy function U,, 
which sometimes assumes negative values, this assertion depends on properties of 
the function as well as the underlying configuration space for knots. For the 
function ZJ,,., which is always positive, the assertion just depends on the topology of 
the configuration space.) We show that in each path component there is a point (i.e., 
properly embedded knot) corresponding to a global energy minimum for that compo- 
nent; so for each knot type representable with N segments, there is an attained global 
energy minimum. These critical points of the energy surfaces are natural representa- 
tives of the knot type; their geometric properties, along with any other properties of 
the energy surfaces, are invariants of knot type. 
Finally, we show that (for each of U, and U,,,) a given energy interval can only be 
inhabited by finitely many knot types. In particular, with fixed total length and 
bounded energy, the number of segments is bounded. A well-known open question is 
to decide which knot types can be represented, with a given number of segments, 
in the configuration space; and whether one knot type can occupy more than one 
path component. Some results along these lines have been obtained for small N, 
e.g. [13,14]. In any event, we know (Section 2) the numbers are finite. 
In a sequel paper, G. Buck and J. Orloff discuss some computer simulations for 
gradient flow using one of our energy functions. If we knew enough about the set 
of critical conformations (e.g., after allowing for Euclidean symmetries, are there 
finitely many? are they isolated? again, we note that the papers by Randell are a 
beginning of this kind of analysis), then it might be possible to decide if two given 
knots are equivalent by making polygons with some number of vertices, letting 
them flow as dictated by a potential function, and seeing if the limiting conforma- 
tions are rigidly identical. 
2. Configuration spaces for polygonal knots in R3 
A knot is an embedded simple closed curve in 3-space [w3. Two knots are 
equivalent if one can be continuously deformed to the other without crossing itself; 
more precisely, knots K, and K, are equivalent, or of the same knot type, if there 
exists a continuous family of homeomorphisms {h,(O G t G 1)) of 3-space such that 
h, = identity and h,( K,) = K,. This definition of equivalence is the stronger of two 
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that are commonly used; the other allows the possibility of a reflection before the 
isotopy. 
In this paper, we consider only polygonal knots. Among the standard facts of 
knot theory and 3-dimensional topology are results which state that each smooth 
knot is equivalent to a polygonal one and vice versa; two knots are equivalent if 
and only if there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism of 3-space 
taking one knot to the other. 
We wish to view the set of all polygonal knots in [w” as a topological space, 
along with distinguished subsets such as knots with fixed total arclength or knots 
based at the origin. To this end, we shall identify a knot with an ordered list of its 
vertices. 
We need several definitions. The pattern will be that script letters, e.g. 3, will 
refer to sets representing possibly several knot types, Roman letters, e.g. K, will 
refer to one particular knot type, subscript o will denote knots based at the origin 
in [w”, subscript c will restrict to knots having a fixed total arclength, and a bar, x, 
will be used for closure. This pattern will be maintained in Section 4 where we 
discuss energy surfaces. 
Let XN, the set of all N-segment proper knots in Rx, be the set of all N-tuples of 
triples, i.e., points (X,, . . , XN) E RxN, such that: (1) no two l,ertices X, are equal; 
and (2) no two edges xixi+, and x,xj+, meet except perhaps at one common 
endpoint (see convention below). Let F”’ be the closure of 557”’ in [W”“‘. We show 
below that ,_%? is all of [W”N and that XN is open. Points of IW3N -3”’ will be 
called degenerate or singular knots and general points of IW’N will be called 
generalized knots. We denote the set of degenerate knots by d”. 
Contention: We want to include the segment xNx, in condition (2) and the 
other discussions in this section and later. So, unless otherwise specified, when we 
make statements about edges xix;+ ,, we implicitly allow the case where i = N and 
i + 1 is understood to be 1. 
To facilitate our discussion, later in this section, of the path components of X”‘, 
we also want to consider a special class of proper knots that we shall call the 
generic N-segment knots, denoted .YN. A generic knot is a generalized knot for 
which no four vertices are coplanar. It follows easily that generic knots are proper 
(i.e., .YN c.XN). Of course, a regular n-gon in the plane is proper but not generic. 
Proposition 2.1. .ZN [respectiuely FN] is open in [WxN. 
Proof. The conditions (1) and (2) can be expressed by saying that (various) pairwise 
distances between vertices or between line segments are all strictly positive. So a 
sufficiently small perturbation of a proper knot yields a proper knot. For generic 
knots, note that the condition for four points in iw’ being (mutually distinct, 
noncolinear, and) noncoplanar also is preserved by sufficiently small perturbations 
of the coordinates. q 
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Proposition 2.2. LF N = YN = lR3N. 
Proof. Since gN CYN, it suffices to show that each point of R3N can be approxi- 
matedbyagenericknot.Let(.?,,...,x,)ER . 3N We seek arbitrarily small pertur- 
bations of the coordinates will yield a generic knot. To do this, move the vertices in 
succession, moving each one out of the union of the lines and planes spanned by 
all the preceding vertices. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, if subsequent 
movements are small enough then conditions already satisfied will not be dam- 
aged. q 
We now introduce the possible restriction to knots “based” at the origin. 
Let XoN be the set of all points (X,, . . . , XN) E R3N such that f, = (0, 0, 0). By 
identifying R’Np’ with IWiN, points of R3N whose first three coordinates are 0, we 
can view XoN as a subset of IR”~-” or of RaN c RxN. Similarly, let let YoN denote 
the generic knots based at the origin. 
Proposition 2.3. The proper [respectioely generic] N-segment knots based at the 
origin, zON [ respectir:ely ~7~~1, form a dense open subset of RiN. 
Proof. The set ;;u,” is open in R:” since XN is open in lR3N. To see that XC: is 
dense, first use Proposition 2.2 to find a proper knot (.?,, . . . , iN) approximating a 
given generalized knot (whose first three coordinates are 0, 0, 01, and then subtract 
the small vector ,i?, from each of the N triples. The proof for generic knots is 
identical. q 
Finally, we introduce the restriction to polygons with fixed total length. 
For any constant c > 0, let R:” denote the set of all points (X,, . . . , XN) E [WsN 
for which the sum of the lengths of the line segments xix,+, equals c; let 
X(iY=_%?. IR, 3N be the set of p ro p er N-segment knots of total length c. And let 
XC: =ZC? nxclN be the set of proper N-segment knots of total length c based at the 
origin. We define W::, Z?‘(!“, and XYC~ similarly. 
Proposition 2.4. The proper [respectil:ely generic] N-segment knots based at the 
origin with total length c, XC: [respectively .VCt], form a dense open subset of [w:r. 
Furthermore, the set Rz,” is compact. 
Proof. By proposition 2.3, .XoN [respectively ,v(,~] is a dense open subset of RiN; 
consequently its intersection with iw:” is open in R?:” n R:” = rW:t. To see that 
Z$ [respectively gCt] is dense in [w:F, start with any point J E iw:,” and let 
X eXoN [respectively 5~7~~1 be a close approximation of J. Multiply each coordinate 
of X by c/(length of y), a number close to 1. 
Next, check that rW:r is compact. The “total length” function is continuous as a 
map of R3N to R, so lR~,~ is closed in R3N. Since the sum of the distances between 
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consecutive vertices of a point of rW?,” is constant, and the first vertex is 6, we know 
that IW”N is bounded. q co 
Theorem 2.5. The space XC: [respectively FC~] is a smooth (3N - 4)-manifold with 
finitely many path components. 
Remarks. (1) In the part of the proof of Theorem 2.5 where we discuss compo- 
nents, we shall use a particular property of real algebraic varieties established in 
[20]. A variety, in this context, is the set of points in lWk (for some k) that are the 
common zeros of a finite system of polynomials. By manipulating squares, sums, 
and products of polynomials, we can see that finite unions and intersections of 
varieties are themselves varieties. Whitney’s theorem states that if W is a llariety 
and V is a subLlariety, then the set W - V has only finitely many components. 
(Contrast this with more general analytic varieties defined, e.g., by sines and 
cosines.) 
(2) Once we know the topology of _Z?;l, we also know about the larger spaces 
ZcN and XN, since, e.g., the map (X, t, iY> --$ ti + (ii, 0,. .,o> of I%““’ x R’+x R” 
into [W”N is a diffeomorphism of ,Xc: x R’+x R” onto XN. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let D) = {(X,, . . . , jz,> E [W”N : 3i fj with Xi =X,). The set ID, 
which is a kind of diagonal, is a union of finitely many codimension-3 linear 
subspaces of W3N. The same is true for ED, = ED n FL!:” as a subset of rW2N. Thus 
[WjN - KD is an open 3N-dimensional manifold, and W:” - ED, is an open 3(N - I>- 
manifold. 
Let L : R”N + R be the length function L(X,, . , X,> = C, 11 Xl+, -Xi 11. If we 
restrict L to [WXN - ID, or to rW:” - D,, we have that the map L is smooth and the 
sets Xc!v, &t are precisely LP ‘(cl. We further claim that each c > 0 is a regular 
value of L, that is L has no critical points. To see this, compute explicitly the 
partial derivative of L with respect to each coordinate xi, (i = 1,. . , N; j = 1, 2, 3). 
If, at some point X, all these partials are zero, we get three circles of inequalities 
(one for each j= 1, 2, 3) xljaxZj> ... > xNj 2 xlj. Thus all the vertices of X 
would be identical! Since c E rW’+ is a regular value, the preimage L -‘Cc> is a 
codimension-1 submanifold. [Then, since the .F’ sets are open in the .Z? sets, they 
too are manifolds.] 
We now wish to show that X(j): [and z?~:] have only finitely many components. 
The proof for Xc: includes, and depends on, F‘t. The plan is to invoke the 
theorem of Whitney discussed in the Remarks above. In our case, we need to deal 
with a small “wrinkle”: The condition L = c is not a polynomial condition, but 
rather involves square roots. We handle this problem by introducing additional 
coordinates to build a manifold related to ~3.:. 
In IW”” x RN, let W be the set of all points (X,, . . . , XN, y,, . . ., yN) such that: 
5, =Ti; y, + ... +y,=c; y:= IIx,-x, l12,..., y,$= IIx,-x~]I~. Then W is a 
real algebraic variety. We wish next to remove from W all points corresponding to 
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degenerate knots; but instead we remove the nongeneric knots, which are more 
tractable. The statement that four vertices X,, Xi, Zk, X, are coplanar is equivalent 
to the statement that a 3 x 3 determinant, whose columns are difference vectors, 
equals zero. Thus the set, I/, of all points of W corresponding to nongeneric 
generalized knots is just the set whose x-coordinates satisfy one or more of these 
determinant (cubic polynomial) equations, so I/ is (see Remark on unions and 
intersections) a subvariety of IV. Note V contains the subvariety W, = (D x RN> n 
W. (In terms of the new coordinates, W, is just the set where one or more of the 
mutual distance coordinates yi is zero.) Since W, c I/, removing V from W will 
have the effect of separating regions where various y-coordinates are positive vs. 
negative. By Whitney’s theorem, the difference W - V has only finitely many 
components. Because we have deleted W,, no coordinate y, can change sign 
within a component, so the set (call this set @) of all points of W - V for which 
each y-coordinate is positive, is a union of components of W - I/. 
The set @ is just the graph of the map from gC.z to [WN defined by: 
(%...,%) +(11x,-%II, Ilz,-.GII,...,Il% -%II). 
Thus, the projection map 7 : lR”N X RN + lR3N takes @ diffeomorphically onto ZYCy, 
so FCt has finitely many components. It follows from Proposition 2.4, that &t has 
at most the number of components as ?7$ q 
So far in this section we have been discussing configuration spaces that contain, 
in general, many different knot types-all the knots that can be made with a 
certain number of segments. We next describe the configuration space for a single 
knot type. 
Let KN cXN be an equivalence class of N-segment proper knots; that is, each 
two knots in KN are equivalent, and K N is maximal in this property among 
subsets of XN. We call KN an N-segment knot type. We define Kg., as expected, 
to be KN nzg’$ 
Theorem 2.6. Each set K N [respectioely KE.] is a union of components of XN 
[respecticely XL]. Consequently, for a given Llalue of N, xN [respecticely x(:] 
contains knots of only finitely many types, each N-segment knot type has only finitely 
many components, and each component of xN [respectively x,:] consists of knots 
of one type. 
Remark. We are not attempting to settle here the question of whether a set KN 
can in fact consist of more than one component of .ZN. To prove Theorem 2.6, we 
need a lemma. 
Lemma 2.6.1. Each set KN is open in ZN. Consequently, each set K,:. is open in 
3:. 
Proof. This is just a paraphrase of standard exercise in polygonal knot theory: If 
two polygonal knots have vertices that are almost identical, then straight-line 
isotopies that move vertex to vertex extend to isotopies that move edge to edge 
without having different edges of a knot each other. So close knots are equivalent. 
0 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. The various subsets K N partition .Z? into pair-wise disjoint 
sets that are, by the above lemma, open. Thus each component of 5YN intersects at 
most one set K N, hence must be contained in that K N. 0 
3. Potential functions for knots 
In this section, we define several possibly useful potential functions for polygo- 
nal knots in R’. We first list some basic properties that we might ask such a 
function U to have; properties (l)-(4) are discussed in this section, (5(6) in the 
next. 
A potential function U defined for knots X E R”N should be: 
(1) A continuous function from [W”N or .X” into R U {k x). 
(2) Well-behaved under change of scale X + t? (t E R+) (so critical conforma- 
tions are a matter of shape, not size). 
(3) Easy to calculate for numerical explorations of the energy surface. (Since 
projection of gradient-perturbed conformations back into the state space is part of 
the issue here, this condition relates to the choice of configuration space as well as 
to the potential function.) 
(4) A function that is consistent with the idea that energy varies inversely with 
the distance (or at least some power of it) between repelling objects. 
(5) A way to separate feasible conformations representing different knot types 
with high potential walls. 
(6) Such that only finitely many knot types appear within any energy level or 
interval. 
Here are four possible functions, each having some virtues. We use the 
following notation: X = (X,, . . . , X,) E R3” is a generalized N-segment knot; f,j = 
II Xj -XI II for each i #j; X, is the line segment in Iw’ from X, to Xi+, (same 
convention as in Section 2). 
3.1. The potential U, 
U,(X)= -& 
i<j ‘ti 
This is the standard electrostatic energy (in some units) associated with equal 
repelling charges located at the vertices of the knot. But while very consistent with 
conditions (11, (2), (3), and (4), this energy seems to have no strong relation to knot 
type; it does not resist moving a knot so that edges pass through edges. Given that, 
the following results in [7] are noteworthy. 
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3.2. The potential U, 
This is what Fukuhara calls E,. By restricting to a configuration space where each 
‘ii+1 = 1, and by choosing the parameter d according to the number of segments, 
N, he is able to show that if one starts from a knot with sufficiently low energy and 
allows it to flow according to the gradient, the the flow will not cause edges to pass 
through one another. The restriction to unit-length edges causes the projection 
(see condition (3)) to be more complicated, but Fukuhara does provide the 
calculations. 
We choose here to use the configuration space ZCN rather than restricting 
individual edge lengths. We define a potential U, for pairs of line segments that 
“blows up” as segments approach each other regardless of how their lengths are 
changing, and then sum the contributions of all pairs of nonconsecutive segments 
in the knot. Our second potential on ZCN involves an edge-edge potential that is a 
double integral that seems physically more natural; but it does not blow up if 
segments shrink rapidly as they approach each other, so we also have to add a term 
that pushes vertices apart. The combination of edge and vertex potentials is 
denoted U,,. 
3.3. The potential U, 
Let X = [x,, x2] and Y = [ yl, y2] be two (possibly degenerate) line segments in 
58’. Let I,, I, denote the lengths of X, Y and let c’i, vZ, cg, v4 denote the four cross 
distances II X1 - y, II. Define 
1 
U,( X, Y> = 
v,+v,+c,+c,-2[1,+1,]’ 
If the denominator is zero (e.g. when X and Y are opposite edges of a regular 
tetrahedron; or when both segments are degenerate and identical) then we need to 
introduce a notion of “path of approach” (analogous to left-handed vs. right-handed 
limits) to decide whether to say in a given situation that U, is +m or - ~0. With 
this caveat, the function U, then satisfies condition (1). Also, it is easy to see that if 
we change scale, multiplying all coordinates by some t E R,, then U, is multiplied 
by l/t. The function U, certainly is easy to compute, and (when we apply it to ZCN 
or XC: by summing over all the pairs of nonadjacent segments of a knot) since 
there is no projection difficulty for the configuration space involved, it meets our 
third requirement. (See computer modeled gradient flow examples in [ll.) 
The function U, differs from more familiar (repelling) potentials in that it may 
be positive or negative depending on the geometry of the situation. The following, 
which is easy to verify, says that for segments not too close together (relative to 
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their lengths), U, is positive and approximately inversely proportional to their 
distance (condition (4)). 
Proposition 3.1. Let X, Y be line segments in R3 of lengths I,, 1, and let S denote the 
minimum distance between X and Y. 
(a) Zf 6 > max(l,, I,) then 0 < U,,(X, Y> < ~0. 
(b) If we move the segments X, Y so that S -+ ~0 while the lengths remain fixed (or 
uniformly bounded), then lJ,,(X, Y) converges asymptotically to :(1/S). 
We now consider the extent to which U, places a potential wall between 
different knot types by preventing segments from passing through each other. Zf 
two segments are situated so that their potential U, is positive (e.g. if they are far 
enough apart > and they are moved continuously (perhaps changing lengths) so as to 
touch, then at some intermediate or terminal point, the potential becomes infinite. 
To make these notions precise, define a configuration space for pairs of 
(possibly degenerate) line segments X= [X,, X,1 and Y = [JO, y,] to be RI*, with 
the pair of segments represented by the vector of endpoints (X,, X1, jo, J,). Let 6 
denote the minimum distance between two segments; and A, the quasi-diagonal, 
the set of points in I??‘* corresponding to segments that intersect, i.e., for which 
s = 0. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose yt (0 < t < 1) is a path in the configuration space R’* with 
endpoints y0 and y, having the properties that 
0 < UtkY”) < co 
and 
~1 EAT. 
Then there is some point t, E (0, l] for which Lim I ~ t,Ub( yt) = k 00. 
Proof. By hypothesis, the denominator in the definition of U,(y,) is strictly 
positive. Since yr is degenerate, there exists IT EX~I Y. From the triangle inequal- 
ity, we have that each of the four cross distances I] Ej - Jj II (i, j = 0, 1) satisfies 
Adding the four inequalities reveals that the denominator in Ub(y,) is negative or 
zero. Thus there is a first point t, E (0, 11 for which the denominator is zero, hence 
the limit (from below to) of U, is as we wish. q 
To extend the definition of U, to a system P = {X,, . . . , X,,,] of freely moving 
line segments, define U,(F) = ZjzkUb(Xj, Xk). Finally, we modify the preceding 
definition in order to apply it to the segments comprising a polygonal knot. To 
avoid infinite contributions from adjacent edges, we delete the nearest neighbor 
terms. 
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Definition. Let X=(X,,..., X,,,) be a generalized N-segment knot, with segments 
X X,. ,,“‘, 
Ub(x) = C Ub(xi, xj). 
i,j=l,...,N 
j#i+ 1 
3.4. The potential U,,. 
We begin with a potential, U,, defined for pairs of line segments, extend it to 
knots as above, and then combine it with the vertex potential U,. 
Definitions. For line segments X, Y in R3, 
For 2=(X,,..., X,) a generalized N-segment knot, with segments X,, . . . , X,, 
u,(X) = c U,(Xo X,). 
r,j= I,..., N 
j#i=l 
Finally, 
U,,,(X) = U,(X) + U,(X). 
We already have discussed the extent to which U, satisfies our five conditions, 
so questions about U,,. reduce to properties of U,. Certainly U, varies continuously 
with coordinates, so long as we are dealing with nondegenerate segments that do 
not intersect. We consider the case of segments that are degenerating or heading 
towards intersecting later. By including the U, contribution in U,,., we know 
U,,. -+ 03 for degenerating segments regardless of the behavior of U,. 
Originally, we tried defining UC with exponent 1, instead of 2, as that seemed 
physically the most natural. However, with exponent 1 or smaller, the function U, 
does not necessarily diverge as segments of fixed lengths are brought close 
together (exercise). With exponent 2, the Z,Z, term makes the scaling the same as 
for U,. By change of variables, we have: 
Proposition 3.3. U,,: satisfies the change of scale rule 
u,,.(a) = fu,,,(i). 
The potential U,, is harder to compute than the three discussed before. Since 
we use it in the state space Zc!” or x0:, projection is easy; but we have not 
calculated a closed-form algebraic expression for U, or for the gradient. 
The following is the analog of Proposition 3.1. 
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Proposition 3.4. Let X, Y be line segments in R” of lengths l,, 1, and let 6 denote the 
minimum distance between X and Y. 
(a> 0 < U&X, Y>. 
(b) If 6 > 0, then U,<X, Y) < 00. 
(c) If we move the segments X, Y so that 6 + ~0 while the lengths remain fixed (or 
uniformly bounded), then U,<X, Y) is asymptotically proportional (r:ia a function of 
the lengths) to the square of l/6. 
Proof. For all points X, ji on the segments, we have 6* < II X -Y II * G (6 + 1, + 12j2. 
Thus the integral satisfies 
\jl,l2 
62 a U,(X, Y) > 
JG 
(6_tl, +12)2’ 
Since the lengths are bounded while 6 diverges, UC is pinched. 0 
Finally, we establish an analog to Proposition 3.2 (using the same notation), 
from which it will follow easily that U,,. separates knot types. 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose yt (0 < t < 1) is a path in the configuration space RI2 with 
endpoints yn and y, such that: The segments of y. are disjoint and nondegenerate, 
and yI E A,. Then there is some point t,, E (0, I] f or which either a segment of yt,, is 
degenerate or Lim ~ _ ,, UE( y, ) = + ~0. 
Proof. There is a first point t, E (0, 11 with yt,, having a degenerate segment or in 
A*. Assuming both segments of yt,, are nondegenerate, we claim that 
Lim t+&(Y,) = +m. 
Let I,, 1, > 0 be the lengths of the segments of y,,,. By choice of t,, both 
segments of each yI (0 G t G t,,) are nondegenerate, their lengths approach the 
limits I,, I,, and the minimum distances 6, + 0. Choose 1 > 0 slightly smaller (and 
L slightly larger) than both 1, to guarantee that all segment lengths are greater 
than 1 (and smaller than L) for t close to t,. For a given value 6 of 6, let n be the 
largest integer such that n G l/(26). So a segment of length l/2 has n consecutive 
subsegments of length 6, and as 6 + 0, n + 00. 
For t E (0, to], let X,, Y, be the segments of yI and let Xt, L, be points in those 
segments realizing the minimum distance 6,. On one side or the other of Xt, X, 
has a subsegment of length at least l/2 starting at X,; and Y, has a similar 
subsegment starting at y,. Each of these segments contains a chain of n subseg- 
ments (n chosen as in the above paragraph), each of length 6, which we denote Xi 
and Y,’ (i, j = 1,. . . , n>. Since the integral in U, is additive on partitions of 
segments, and since, for X E X: and jj E Y’, II X - JJ II G i6 + 6 + jS, we have 
But the double sum C,,j, ,,,,,, n l/(i + j + l>* diverges as n -+ ~0. 0 
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Corollary 3.5.1. Suppose (Xj) is a sequence in ZN converging to a singular knot 
X0 E A”‘. Then Limj_ u el, (xj)= +m. 
4. The energy manifold and knot invariants 
The first task of a potential function for knots is to erect a wall between 
different knot types. We show in Theorem 4.2 that each of our potential functions 
U,, U,,, does this. 
Having defined pseudo-physical potentials for polygonal knots, we can consider 
the first-order (gradient flow) dynamical system as an unusual way of studying 
knots or as a way to try to capture some of the behavior of actual physical systems, 
e.g. knotted macromolecules: A model knot is placed in a viscous fluid and allowed 
to flow (see sequel [l]) to a (local) minimum of potential energy. 
Each of our potentials U, and U,,. gives rise to critical conformations that are 
(in slightly different ways) energy minimizing. For each knot, and each N large 
enough that the knot can be realized as an N-segment polygon, there is a rigid 
conformation of a proper N-segment polygon that is an attained global minimum 
(for that knot type and that value of N) under the potential U,,;. For the function 
U,, we first need to distinguish “feasible” conformations. 
Definition. Let X ~537~ be a proper N-segment knot. We say that X is U,-feasible 
if for each pair of nonconsecutive segments X,, X, of Z, 0 < Ub(Xi, Xj> < 03. 
Then among all feasible conformations for a given knot type and given N, there 
is a realized (and proper) global minimum for U,,. 
Note (Proposition 4.1) that for each knot type, sufficiently large values of N 
permit feasible conformations, in particular as soon as N allows the knot to be 
represented on the integer lattice in R3. 
Because of how we define the energy surfaces, in particular that they are based 
on the configuration spaces ZN, or XC:, it is impossible for critical points to be 
isolated since we have not yet reduced by Euclidean symmetries. However, even 
after such reduction, we do not yet know if the global minima (for either potential) 
or other critical points are isolated. 
Recall from Section 2 that the configuration space xWN c R3N consists of all 
N-segment proper knots, KN denotes any one N-segment knot type, and the set of 
singular knots [W3N -ZN is abbreviated AN. 
We first wish to establish the existence of feasible conformations. These are 
easily constructed from any plane projection of a knot, and they are the starting 
points for the simulations in [l]. 
Proposition 4.1. Let X ~257~ be a knot that is carried by the integer lattice in R3, i.e., 
consecutive vertices of X are adjacent lattice points, and every lattice point that 
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happens to lie on the knot is a certex. Then the knot X is feasible, i.e., for all 
nonadjacent segments X, Y, U,,(X, Y) > 0. 
Proof. We have segment lengths = 1, all cross distances > 1, and some > 1. We 
next show that it is impossible to continuously pass from one knot type to another 
knot type without both potentials ZJ, and U,,. blowing up. To make this precise, for 
Ue,,., we are talking about starting with a proper knot, while for U,, we mean 
starting with a feasible proper knot. q 
Theorem 4.2. Let yt (0 < t < 1) be a path in R3N (N > 4). 
(a> If y. EXN, and yo, y, represent different knot types, then there exists 
to E (0, 1) such that Lim,,,(lU,,.(y,) = +m. 
(b) If yo E ZN, y. is feasible, and yo, y, represent different knot types, then 
there exists to E (0, 1) such that Lim, ~ ,,U,(y,> = + 00. 
Proof. To change knot type, the polygons must somehow degenerate. Since N 2 4, 
the result follows from Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.5.1. 0 
4.1. (Positive) energy surfaces 
We next consider energy surfaces defined by our two potentials, that is the 
graphs of the potential functions [over appropriate domains]. These energy mani- 
folds are knot type invariants, so data such as number of components and critical 
point properties (number, locations, types, connections) are all knot type invari- 
ants. Our results are: There exist only finitely many components and, in each 
component, there is a point corresponding to an energy minimizing (for that 
component) conformation. (Note: Our energies scale by l/t; if we did not fix total 
length then we could decrease energy towards zero just be expanding the knots.) 
So for each knot type, and each potential function, there is a sequence of positive 
real numbers (indexed by N, blank for some initial finite number of values) that 
are these minimum energies of N-segment polygons of length = 1 representing 
that knot type. For U,, the definitions and analysis are straightforward; for U,, we 
need to restrict to admissible knots before taking minima. Both of these are 
developed in the remainder of this section. In addition, we show that in any energy 
lecel or internal, there are at most finitely many knot types (condition (6) of Section 
3). 
First consider the function U,,.; the situation is somewhat simpler than for U,. 
Recall that for each X EZ’~, U,,.(X) exists and is positive. 
Define A&“‘~ = ((2, U,,.(X)> ~3~ x R}, the graph of U,,,. For each knot type 
KN cXN, MN = ((X, U,,.(X)> E/&‘~: X E KN}. 
We define six more sets (cf. Section 2): A<:, A<?, A??~:, Mf, MC?, and M,“,. 
Theorem 4.3. Each of the eight sets AN, MN, etc. has only finitely many compo- 
nents. 
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Proof. As graphs of smooth maps, these sets are manifolds diffeomorphic to their 
domains. The result then follows from Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. q 
Theorem 4.4. Let Q be a path component of one of the four sets dCN, &‘i, MC?, M,“,. 
Then there exists a point of Q representing a proper N-segment knot whose energy (I,,, 
is minimum ouer Q. 
Proof. It suffices to establish the theorem in the case where Q is a path component 
of some IV,“,. 
The set Q is the graph of U,,, restricted to a component P of some N-segment 
knot type KN. Let u0 = inf{U,,,(x>: X E PI, and let (Xi> be a sequence of points of 
P such that U,,(Xj) + ug. By Proposition 2.4, the closure p is compact (as a subset 
of Cw;,“), so the sequence does have a limit point X0 in P; extract a convergent 
subsequence. By Theorem 2.5, Zct is a manifold, so its components are open; thus 
this limit point X0 must lie either in P or in the degenerate knots AN, not in any 
other path component of Xc:. But by Corollary 35.1, if X,, were singular, the 
values of U,, (Xi> would diverge. 0 
We now consider the potential U,,. While U, is negative for some proper knots, 
we still can find energy minimizing conformations by restricting to feasible poly- 
gons-the positive energy surface. 
Define 3: = {X E 2 ““: X is U,,-feasible}; Mf= {(X, U,(X)> EX~X R}, the graph 
of U, I 3Yy. For each N-segment knot type KN, define KF, MT analogously; 
similarly, twelve sets X0:, Xc:, Z<.t+, Kf+, KC!+, KC:+, AOT, J#‘=:, AC!+, MC!+, 
MC% M,N,+ for length = c or based at the origin. 
The positiae energy surfaces hate only finitely many components, and each 
component contains an energy minimizing (feasible) knot. To pass from ZN to _Yy, 
we remove the knots for which, in computing Ut,, the denominator in one of the 
summands is zero, and then restrict to the complementary domains on which all 
denominators are positive. The equation c, + ~1~ + ~1~ + cd - 2(1, + 12) = 0 is alge- 
braic, but not polynomial (it involves square roots) in the coordinates of X E R’N. 
But one can, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, extend Whitney’s theorem to cover 
this case as well. This yields the following results: 
Theorem 4.5. Each of the twelce sets XC:+, KC:+, J(c+, MC:+, etc. is a manifold 
with finitely many components. 
Theorem 4.6. In each component of the four sets XC:+, K,: +, .4’:+, M,” +, there is 
a (feasible) knot F,, with minimum U,-energy. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we only need to consider the case of a 
component Q of some M,!!+. Let P be the component of K,“,, corresponding to 
Q. Continuing as in Theorem 4.4, we find X0 E p and a sequence (Xj> +X0 with 
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U,(Xi) -+ U,(X,> 2 0, the infimum of values of U, over P. If X0 E P, we are done. 
Suppose not; then (whether degenerate or proper) X0 has at least one pair of 
nonadjacent segments X, Y, for which U,<X, Y) is negative, or the denominator in 
the expression for U, is zero. In either case, we have segments close to these in the 
knots (Xi>. If U,(X, Y) exists and is negative, then the knots (Xi> are eventually 
not feasible. If U,CX, Y) is undefined, i.e., the denominator is zero, then (since 
there are not negative summands to cancel large positive summands) the sequence 
Uh( Xi> diverges to + m. q 
The following is an immediate consequence of the preceding results. 
Corollary 4.6.1. (a) For each knot type K realizable in XN, there exists a proper knot 
i, E KC! that minimizes energy U,,. over KC:,. 
(b) For each knot type K that is feasibly realizable in ZN, there exists a proper 
knot .?,, E K,“,, that minimizes energy U,, over KC:,. 
Finally, the energy functions organize knot types in a reasonable way (condition 
(6) of Section 3). With ftied total length, bounded energy implies bounded number of 
segments, hence (Theorem 2.6) finitely many knot types. This is embodied in the 
following. 
Theorem 4.7. Let U denote either of the potentials Uh or U,, , and fix some length 
c > 0. For each N 2 4, let XN ~jt/c~ be an N-segment (feasible) knot. Then 
Lim ,,,+pU(X,,,) = +co. 
Proof. As N + 00, minimum vertex distance + 0, so U, + 00, hence U,,. -+ w. 
Furthermore, there must be some short nonadjacent segments close together, and, 
if the knots are feasible, these force U,, -+ ~0. 0 
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